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Language acquisition II

• Empiricist/Behaviorist
– Language is Learned by children the way

anything else is
• Nativist

– Children have an innate predisposition to
Acquire language

Behaviorism

• S->R principle
• Skinner

– General learning mechanism: imitation and
reinforcement

– Complex utterances are achieved via more and
more demanding reinforcement
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Chomsky

• Nativist approach
– Language is acquired

• What is acquired is a set of rules and principles
• This finite set of rules and principles generates an

infinite set of expressions
• Statistical learning is not enough for that

How do kids start parsing words?
• Segmentation of words from fluent speech can be

accomplished by eight-month-old infants based solely on
the statistical relationships between neighboring speech
sounds.

• Word segmentation was based on statistical learning for
only two minutes of exposure, suggesting that infants have
access to a powerful mechanism for the computation of
statistical properties of the language input.
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Statistical learning
• Saffran et al. used an artificial language to study if

8-month-old infants can segment continuous
speech into words on the basis of the sequential
statistics, i.e., transitional probabilities.

• 24 infants listened for 2 min to a tape-recording
that presented 4 different 3-syllable nonsense
words that were combined in random order  to
form a single sound stream.

• 4 nonsense words: padoti, bidaku, tupiro, and
golabu.

• The babies heard something like:
bidakupadotigolabubidakutupiro…

Transitional probability

• Transitional probabilities are estimates of
how likely one item is to follow another
– Corpus: The boy loves apples, the boy loves

oranges
– TP ‘the’ followed by ‘boy’ = 1
– TP ‘loves’ followed by ‘apples’ = 0.5
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– tu always followed by pi
– pi was always followed by ro,
– but ro was followed by one of the three different syllables, equally

often.
– Hence the transitional probability was higher within words (1.0 in

all cases, e.g. bida) than between words (0.33 in all cases, e.g.
kupa).

• Each infant was presented with repetitions of one of the
four three-syllable strings on each test trial. Two of these
three syllable strings were “words” presented in the
previous session (e.g., tupiro), and two were three-syllable
“nonwords” that contained the same syllables heard but not
in the order in which they appeared as words (e.g., tulado).

Saffran et. al

• Infants spent more time listening to the
novel stimuli compared to familiar ones.

• 8-month-old infants can detect transitional
probability and use it to segment word
boundaries

• Babies are statistical learners
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Marcus et. al
• Babies are rule learners
• 7-month-old Infants first heard sequences of

syllables for 2 minutes.
–  50% babies exposed to sequences that

followed an ABA pattern (e.g.,ga ti ga, li na li).
– The other half babies, exposed to sequences

that followed an ABB pattern (e.g., ga ti ti, li na
na).

– In the test session, babies heard sequences of
previously unheard syllables like:

– wofe wo, or wo fe fe
– These  either matched the ABA or ABB pattern

Marcus et. al results

• Listening time to sequences of new sound
patterns was much longer than the listening
time to familiar ones.

• 7-month-old infants are capable of learning
sound clustering rules.
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More complex structures

• NP structure
N’

N’

N0

NP

det

the
AdjP

red

ball
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AdjPdet
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I like this red ball and you like that one

One= N’, but also N0

Only positive evidence

• Jeffrey Lidz, Sandra Waxman, Jennifer Freedman
What Infants Know about Syntax but Couldn't
Have Learned: Experimental Evidence for
Syntactic Structure at 18-months Cognition 89
(2003)
– Chris has a red ball but Max does not have one (but has

a blue ball)
• Need positive evidence of this type, but how

common is it?
– Childes database
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Poverty of stimulus

• 750 occurrences of ‘one’ as anaphoric
– 95% can refer to N’ or N0

• Many Children should postulate wrong
grammar, unless NP structure is innate…

experiment

• 18 mo
• Show a yellow bottle
• Split screen: two objects: yellow, green

bottle
– Now look, what do you see now (control)
– Now look, do you see another one
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Prediction

• Infants prefer to look at image that matches
stimulus
– They looked more at new picture in control

condition
– They looked more at the yellow bottle in the

anaphoric condition
• One = N’, if it were N0 yellow, or blue bottle should

be looked at 50% time

Conclusion

• We have evidence that there is complex
syntactic structure available to 18 month
infants that cannot be account for in the
stimulus


